
How to Workout Obliques
Without Equipment?

When it comes to achieving a strong core, the obliques often get overlooked.

These muscles are crucial for rotational movements and provide stability to

your torso. The good news? You can effectively work your obliques without

any equipment. Here’s how!

Understanding the Obliques

The oblique muscles consist of two main parts: the external and internal

obliques. The external obliques are located on the sides of your abdomen,

while the internal obliques sit beneath them. Strengthening these muscles



not only enhances your physique but also supports better posture and injury

prevention.

Benefits of Working Out Your Obliques

1. Improved Core Stability: Strong obliques help stabilize your entire

core, improving performance in daily activities and sports.

2. Enhanced Athletic Performance:Whether you're running, swimming,

or playing sports, powerful obliques can contribute to better

movement efficiency.

3. Reduced Back Pain: A strong core can alleviate strain on your lower

back, reducing discomfort during activities.

Effective Oblique Exercises Without Equipment

1. Side Plank

How to Do It:

● Lie on your side, supporting your body with one forearm, elbow

directly under your shoulder.

● Stack your feet on top of each other.

● Lift your hips to form a straight line from head to heels.

● Hold for 30 seconds to 1 minute, then switch sides.
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2. Bicycle Crunches

How to Do It:

● Lie on your back with hands behind your head and legs lifted at a

90-degree angle.

● Bring your right elbow towards your left knee while extending your

right leg.

● Alternate sides in a pedaling motion, engaging your obliques

throughout.

3. Russian Twists

How to Do It:

● Sit on the floor with knees bent and feet flat.

● Lean back slightly, maintaining a straight back.

● With hands together, twist your torso to the right, then to the left,

tapping the ground beside you each time.

4. Plank with Hip Dips

How to Do It:

● Start in a forearm plank position, body in a straight line.

● Lower your hips to the right, almost touching the ground, then lift back

to center.

● Repeat on the left side. Perform for 30 seconds to 1 minute.
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5. Mountain Climbers

How to Do It:

● Begin in a high plank position with hands under shoulders.

● Drive your right knee towards your chest, then quickly switch to the left

knee.

● Keep your core tight and maintain a steady pace for 30 seconds.

6. Standing Side Crunch

How to Do It:

● Stand with feet hip-width apart and hands behind your head.

● Lift your right knee towards your right elbow while contracting your

obliques.

● Return to the starting position and switch sides. Repeat for 10-15 reps

on each side.

Sample Oblique Workout Routine

Here’s a simple routine you can follow to effectively target your obliques:

1. Side Plank: 3 sets of 30-60 seconds each side

2. Bicycle Crunches: 3 sets of 15-20 reps

3. Russian Twists: 3 sets of 15-20 reps

4. Plank with Hip Dips: 3 sets of 10-15 reps each side

5. Mountain Climbers: 3 sets of 30 seconds

6. Standing Side Crunch: 3 sets of 10-15 reps each side
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Tips for Effective Oblique Workouts

● Engage Your Core: Always focus on tightening your core during

exercises to maximize effectiveness.

● Control Your Movements: Avoid rushing through exercises; slow,

controlled movements help better target your muscles.

● Maintain Proper Form: Prioritize good form over quantity. Quality

repetitions yield better results and reduce injury risk.

Conclusion

Working out your obliques doesn’t require any fancy equipment. With just

your body weight, you can effectively strengthen these essential muscles and

enjoy the benefits of a stronger core. Incorporate these exercises into your

routine, and watch your stability and performance improve! Check the full

article here.
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